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Editorial

The second number of 2015 is composed by 35 scientific contributions, including 28 original articles, 
4 case reports,  and 3 literature review articles in the fields of audiology, language, public health, orofacial 
motricity and voice.

As for the original articles, Fernandes, Abramides, Romero  and Teles present the first contribution 
on the Compartive analysis between the social skills students of journalism and of speech pathology. 
The second contribution is from Pinheiro, Muniz, Ramos, Brasolotto and Silverio on the Modern 
singing handicap index in singers of traditional and pentecostal churches. Cielo, Gonçalves, Lima and 
Christmann wrote the third contribution on the Maximum phonation time of /a/, maximun phonation time 
precicted and respiratory type in adult women without laryngeal disorders. The fourth contribution is from 
Oliveira, Fernandez and Gargantini on Phonatory deviation diagram in organic dysphonia by neoplasia.

Moreira, Gadenz, Figueiró, Capobianco, Cunha, Ferigolo, Barros and  Cassol have the 
fifth contribution on the Substance use, voice changes and quality of life in lict and ilict drug users. 
Comparision of virtual and present speech voice therapist servisse in television journalism professional 
is the sixth contribution written by Santos, Pedrosa and Mara Behlau. Junior, Carrara-de Angelis and 
Lima present the seventh contribution Short term quality of life related to voice and swallowing in patients 
undergoing iodine for differentiated thyroid carcinoma. The Electromyographic assessment of swallowing 
different types of clinical disease, parkinsons’s on and off phases is the eighth contribution   by Monteiro, 
Coriolano, Belo, Cabral, Asano and Lins.

The study entitled Speech resonance after surgical manegement of velopharyngeal insufficiency 
secondary to orthognatic surgery is the ninth contribution from the authors Medeiros, Ferlin, Fukushiro 
and Yamashita. Almeida, Cola, Magnoni, França, Germini and Silva present the tenth contribution 
entitled Impact of orothacheal intubation on a post stroke individual’s swallowing after cardiac surgery. 
The eleventh contribution Azevedo, Santos and Costa on Performance of elderly adults with binaural 
vs. Monaural fitting in speech tests in silence and in noise.

The twelfth contribution Romero, Capellini and Frizzo discuss the Auditory temporal processing in 
children with attention déficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD). Community health workers training on infant 
hearing health: information retention is the thirteenth contribution from Araújo, Jacob-Corteletti and 
Alvarenga. The study entitled Characterization of newborn hearing screening programs of maternity units 
located in the city of João Pessoa, PB, Brazil is the fourteenth contribution Malheiros and Cavalcanti. 
Lima, Feliciano and Kovacs presented the fifteenth study on Accessibility to speech therapy care in 
servisse of mean complexity. 

The sixteenth contribution by Cardoso, Barbosa, Costa, Vieira and Caldeira is on Factors associated 
with practice of binge drinking among students of health. The study entitled Live-born infants with cleft 
palate: contribution of speech pathology sciences to sinasc is the seventeenth contribution authored by 
Santana, Silva, Brandão, Gomes, Pereira and Rodrigues. Leite, Bittencourt and Silva present the 
eighteenth contribution Socio-cultural factors involved in the written language acquisition process.

Authors Brocchi and Oliveira present the nineteenth contribution on Oral and written speech of 
primary school students. The twenty contribution is on the Phonology, auditory processing and childhood 
education: environmental influences on the development of children aged from 4 years to 5 years and 
11 months written by Souza, Dourado and Lemos. The theme Repair strategies used in the acquisition 
of obstruentes in two municipalities in the state of Rio Grande do Sul, Brazil authored by Lopes, Vargas 
and Mezzomo is the twenty-first contribution.

The twenty-second contribution is about Development of language skills in children with cochlear 
implants: does the gender have any influence? from the authors Ramos, Jorge, Teixeira, Ribeiro and 
Paiva. The article Alterations in written language by students in the literacy cycle, as viewed by teachers 
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from the authors Almeida, Kozlowski and Marques is the twenty-third contribution. Tamanaha, Chiari and 
Perissinoto present the twenty-fourth contribution entitled The efficacy of the speech and language therapy 
in autismo spectrum disorder. Use of the technique of couting numbers as a predictor of slow vital capacity 
in hospitalized individuals is the twenty-fifth contribution from the authors Palmeira, Araújo, Escossio, 
Sarinho, Rizzo, Andrade, Costa and Junior.

The study entitled Social representation of speech therapy in portuguese health professional and 
non-health professionals is the twenty-sixth contribution is from Quintal, Correia, Martins, Roldão, Carvalho 
and Antunes. Mendes, Soares and Massi present the twenty-seventh contribution entitled Speech therapy 
and nursing undergraduates, perceptions on aging processes and education for elders’s care. The twenty-
eighth contribution is on the Brazilian doctors in speech-language pathology and audiology certificated in the 
period 2009-2013: profile of training from Paz-Oliveira, Carmo e Ferreira.

Interdisciplinary approach between dentistry and speech-language pathology in treatment of children with 
early childhood caries is the twenty-ninth contribution from the authors Inagaki, Prado, Iwamoto, Neto, 
Gavião, Puppin-Rontani and Pascon. Auditory training in auditory processing disorders: a case study 
from Stroiek, Quevedo, Kieling and Battezini is the thirtieth contribution. Multiple aspects of language in 
dementia: a comparison between domestic and institutional context is the thirty-first contribution authored by 
Mello, Garcia and Fedosse.

The literature review article is the thirty-second contribution is from Carvalho, Mancopes and Mota entitled 
Phonemic discrimation in the adult second language acquisition: case study. Curado, Muniz, Silveira, Silva 
and Griz present the thirty-third contribution entitled Bone-conducted brainstem auditory evoked response: 
an integrative review.

The thirty-fourth contribution is authored by Furlan entitled The use of cryotherapy in the treatment of 
temporomandibular disorders. The thirty-fifth and final contribution is authored by Lindau, Lucchesi, Rossi 
and Giacheti on Systematic and formal instruments for language assessment of preschoolers in Brazil: a 
literature review.

I conclude this editorial wishing a good reading for everyone!
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